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F. Jenks, will be awarded to the author of the best essay on
" The Symptomatology and Treatment of the Nervous Disorders
following the Acute Infectious Diseases of Infancy and Child-
hood." The conditions annexed by the founder of this prize
arc that " the prize or award must always be for some subject
connected with Obstetrics, or the Diseases of Women, or the
Discases of Children"; and that " the trustees, under this deed
for the time being, can, in their discretion, publish the successful
essay, or any paper written upon any subject for which they may
offer a reward, provided the income in their hands may, in their
judgment, bo sufficient for that purpose, and the essay or paper
be considered by them worthy of publication. If published, the
distribution of said essay shall be entirely under the control of
said trustees. In case they do not publish the said essay or
paper, it shall be the property of the College of Physicians of
Philadelphia." The prize is open for competition to the whole
world, but the essay must be the production of a single person.
The essay, which must be written in the English language, or,
if in a foreign language, accompanied by an English translation,
should be sent to the College of Physicians of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, U.S.A., before January 1, 1892, addressed to
Louis Starr, M.D., chairman of the William F. Jenks Prize
Committee. Each essay must be distinguished bya motto, and
accompanied by a sealed envelope bearing the same motto and
containing the name and address of the writer. No envelope
will be opened except that which accompanies the successful
essay. The committee will return the unsuccessful essays if re-
claimed by their respective writers, or their agents, within one
year. The committee reserves the right not to make an award
if no essay submitted is considered worthy of the prize.
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